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Abstract— Accurate prediction of the visual attributes is sig-
nificant in various recognition tasks. For many visual attributes,
while it is very difficult to describe the exact degrees of their
presences, by comparing the pairs of samples, the relative
ordering of presences may be easily figured out. Based on
this observation, instead of considering such attribute as binary
attribute, the relative attribute method learns a ranking function
for each attribute to provide more accurate and informative
prediction results. In this paper, we also explore pairwise ranking
for visual attribute prediction and propose to improve the relative
attribute method in two aspects. First, we propose a relative
tree method, which can achieve more accurate ranking in case
of nonlinearly distributed visual data. Second, by resorting to
randomization and ensemble learning, the relative tree method
is extended to the relative forest method to further boost the
accuracy and simultaneously reduce the computational cost.
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we conduct
extensive experiments on four databases: PubFig, OSR, FGNET,
and WebFace. The results show that the proposed relative forest
method not only outperforms the original relative attribute
method, but also achieve the state-of-the-art accuracy for ordinal
visual attribute prediction.

Index Terms— Visual attributes, relative attributes, random
forest, relative forest.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, there have been growing interests in the
visual attributes modeling among computer vision com-

munity. The visual attributes (e.g. “stripe”), as mid-level
representations closer to the low-level features, can be detected
from images more easily than the high-level semantics.
As a result, the visual attribute has been employed to
boost the performance of various computer vision tasks,
such as face recognition [2], human recognition [3], object
recognition [4], [5] and scene classification [6]. Moreover, the
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semantically meaningful visual attributes also facilitate a series
of new applications in computer vision, such as image describ-
ing [7]–[9] and knowledge transferring [10], [11], which
as a return further popularize the study of visual attribute
modeling.

Among the works exploiting visual attributes, most of
them [2]–[5], [7]–[11] model an attribute as a binary property.
For many other attributes, however, binary labeling can hardly
tell the whole story. For example, given a pair of smiling faces,
it can be more informative to tell which face is smiling bigger
than the other. Similar examples include the age or height
of a person and the naturalness or openness of a scene. For
describing the presence of this kind of attributes, their absolute
scores are hard to be estimated or even irrational to be used.
But it is not difficult for human beings to tell which sample
has higher attribute presence given two samples. Actually,
this kind of relativity is very common among the visual
attributes.

Based on this observation, Parikh and Grauman [1] propose
a relative attribute method to learn the ranking function for
visual attribute based on numerous labeled sample pairs.
In [1], Parikh et al., as an example, describe a scene of
country road as “more manmade than mountain but more
natural than tall building” rather than simply categorizing it
as natural or manmade, which can provide more information
to understand the scene. By satisfying as many as possible
relative ordering constraints rather than estimating a simple
binary presence, the relative attribute method provides more
accurate and informative prediction results that impressively
facilitates the subsequent recognition or other tasks. However,
we doubt that the capability of the relative attribute method
might be limited in handling complex nonlinear data, because
it learns only a simple linear hyperplane as the ranking
function. Moreover, as the exact optimization of the relative
attribute method in [1] is very time-consuming, it might meet
difficulty in case of large scale applications.

In this paper, to tackle the above two limitations of the rela-
tive attribute method, we propose two highly related contribu-
tions: 1) we propose a relative tree method to achieve nonlinear
ranking instead of linear ranking as in [1]; 2) the relative tree
method is extended to the relative forest method to further
improve prediction accuracy and efficiency. An overview of
the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.

First, considering that many attributes cannot be ranked
linearly, we propose to improve the relative attribute method
by using nonlinear ranking. For this purpose, we construct
a tree, called by us relative tree, that employs the origi-
nal relative attribute algorithm as the base ranking function.
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Fig. 1. Overview of proposed relative forest method. In a large scale
global dataset, multiple relative trees are learned in an extremely randomized
manner to collect a large number of ranking cues for the final prediction of
attribute with relative forest (here we take “nature or manmade” attribute as
an example).

Concretely, in the recursive procedure of tree construction, for
each node of the tree, we first learn a ranking function by the
original relative attribute method and then split the training
samples into child nodes according to their relative scores.
In such a hierarchical structure, the tree actually achieves a
globally nonlinear ranking by decomposing gradually finer and
finer piecewise linear ranking functions.

Second, inspired by the idea of random forest [12], we pro-
pose to learn multiple randomized relative trees to simul-
taneously reduce the computational cost of model training
and improve the prediction accuracy. Specifically, we first
quickly learn multiple relative trees by resorting to randomized
learning technique to reduce the time cost of building a single
tree. Then, these trees are combined and form a forest, named
by us relative forest, to further boost the accuracy.

Comprehensive evaluations are conducted on four data-
bases, i.e. OSR [13], PubFig [2], FGNET aging [14] and
WebFace [15], [16] databases. The aforementioned two con-
tributions lead to very promising improvements over the
relative attribute method [1] and the random forest based
methods [12], [17], as well as other state-of-the-art
methods [18], [19] on the corresponding databases. These
results validate the advantage of using relative modeling for
the visual attributes: 1) wider application range , i.e. applicable
when only relative labels are available; 2) higher prediction
accuracy even in scenario that absolute ranking labels are
available. This may be because that the visual attributes
usually have “inhomogeneous” changes. Taking facial age
as an example, the face of a teenager changes quickly
while that of a mid-aged adult stays unchanged for years.

As a result, even absolute age labels are available for training,
modeling facial age as a relative attribute can still be beneficial
(see TABLE IV and V).

Besides the above two contributions, we also carefully
study the different roles of two kinds of relative constraints,
i.e. similar constraints and ordered constraints, in the train-
ing of relative attribute. Taking age estimation as example,
we found that similar constraints (e.g. person A and person B
have about the same age) can be more crucial for better
accuracy, if there are already enough ordered constraints
(e.g. person A is older than person B). Based on this observa-
tion and also inspired by [20], we design a strategy to collect
numerous similar constraints from rich video context and show
how they can impressively boost the estimation accuracy of
age estimation. It is worth pointing out that, although we only
take age estimation as example, similar strategy should be also
useful for training relative attribute for other visual attributes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
a brief review of the related works. Section III validates the
relative tree algorithm. Section IV proposes the relative forest
algorithm followed by comprehensive experimental evaluation
in Section V. Finally, we conclude this work and discuss about
further extension in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the related works on attribute
prediction and random forest.

A. Attribute Prediction

Before the relative attribute method was proposed, most
attribute modeling approaches [2], [3], [5], [7]–[11] treat
the visual attribute as a binary property and learn a binary
classifier for each attribute. The most commonly used learning
method is binary SVM. Although binary prediction of visual
attributes also provides valuable mid-level cue for various
vision tasks, the binary description of attribute fails to depict
the degree of presence of some attribute. In other words,
many attributes are unsuitable to describe in binary mode.
So, the relative attribute method [1] was proposed. Its basic
idea is to learn a linear ranking function to maximize rank
margin between given pairs of samples with ordered con-
straints. Similar idea was first introduced in web page rank-
ing and information retrieval as a pairwise learning-to-rank
approach [21], [22], called RankSVM. Formally , to learn
RankSVM, one needs a training set X = {xi ∈ �d |
i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, where xi is the feature of the i -th train-
ing sample. Accompanying the set X , one also needs an
ordered (or preference) constraint set O ⊆ X × X =
{(xi , x j )|xi � x j } where xi � x j denotes the relative score
of the attribute presence of sample xi is larger than that
of sample x j . Then, RankSVM aims at learning a ranking
function h(x) = W T x , so that for any ordered constraint
(xi � x j ) ∈ O , h(xi ) > h(x j ). For this purpose, the objective
of RankSVM is formulated as:

min
W

1

2
W T W + CO

∑

(xi ,x j )∈O

max(0, 1 − W T (xi − x j ))
p.

(1)
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where CO is the weight for trade-off between maximizing rank
margin and satisfying ordered constraints. Intuitively, besides
the ordered constraint pairs, there should be a lot of sample
pairs whose degrees of attribute presence are indistinguishable.
They form the similar constraint pairs, which also provide
useful information for attribute modeling. Formally, a similar
constraint set is denoted as O ⊆ X ×X = {(xi , x j )|xi ∼ x j },
where (xi ∼ x j ) indicates the relative score of the attribute
presence of sample xi is very similar to that of sample x j .
Obviously, a favorable ranking function h(x) should generate
similar relative scores for the sample pairs in S . Therefore,
the relative attribute method [1] combines ordered and similar
constraints to learn the ranking function by optimizing:

min
W

1

2
W T W + CS

∑

(xi ,x j )∈S

|W T (xi − x j )|p

+ CO

∑

(xi ,x j )∈O

max(0, 1 − W T (xi − x j ))
p. (2)

where CS and CO are the weights for similar and ordered con-
straints respectively. Although not emphasized in [1], similar
constraints are actually crucial for relative attribute learning,
as will be seen in our experiments. By considering two kinds
of relative information, i.e. similar and ordered constraints,
relative attribute Eqn. (2) can result in much more informative
description of attribute presence.

The optimization of the relative attribute in Eqn. (2) is very
similar to that of the RankSVM, i.e., Eqn. (1). As illustrated
in [22] and [23], a linear SVM solver can be directly used to
train a linear RankSVM by simply constructing a new training
set consisting of difference vectors xi − x j . This is also true
for the training of relative attributes. However, as the new
training set can be very large, the direct adaptation of an SVM
classifier can be very slow. Therefore, several techniques have
been proposed to accelerate the training process of RankSVM,
such as the structure SVM learning framework proposed by
Joachims [24] and the primal RankSVM proposed by Chapelle
and Keerthi [23]. In [1], the primal RankSVM method is
exploited to optimize the relative attribute. Its complexity is
O(Nd + C), where C = |O| + |S | is the total constraint
number. In the worst case, C = N(N − 1)/2. In practice,
when the training set is very large, its training process might
still be very time-consuming.

B. Random Forest

The relative forest proposed later in this paper can be also
derived from the seminal work [12] named random forest.
Therefore, here we briefly introduce this technology.

Generally, the random forest can be viewed as a framework
for assembling multiple tree-structured classifiers. In order to
benefit from multiple classifiers’ ensemble, the independence
and complementarity of different classifiers is crucial. As a
result, the key ingredient of random forest [12] is to diversify
different tree-structured classifiers by injecting a variety of
randomization in the tree construction process. In Breiman’s
original algorithm, mainly two kinds of randomization are
injected into the tree construction process: 1) each tree is

trained on a bootstrapped subset of the training samples;
2) for each non-leaf node, a decision function is made based
on a subset of feature dimensions. Other randomization is
also introduced in the literature, for example in [25], authors
proposed to use random rather than optimal split in the
non-leaf nodes.

Due to superior generalization ability and efficiency, random
forest and its extensions are widely used in various computer
vision tasks, such as image segmentation [26], human pose
estimation [27] and object classification [28]. Random forest
is also one of the most promising method for web-page
ranking task. In Yahoo Learning to Rank competition [29],
almost all of the winning teams used random forest in one
form or another.

Our method is also an extension of random forest, the main
difference is that the relative attribute method Eqn. (2) is
employed as the decision function. As additional randomiza-
tion over relative constraints can be injected into the random
forest framework, we find relative attribute and random forest
can benefit from each other and the combination of them
generates a very powerful visual attribute prediction method.

III. RELATIVE TREE

In this section, we first present how to construct a relative
tree to achieve nonlinear ranking by employing the original
relative attribute method [1] to learn the splitting function for
each tree node. Then we describe how to predict the attribute
presence of a test sample with the constructed relative tree.

A. Tree Construction

Formally, the training data consists of three parts, i.e. the set
of training samples X and the corresponding sets of the
ordered constraints O ⊆ X ×X = {(xi , x j )|xi � x j } and the
similar constraints S ⊆ X × X = {(xi , x j )|xi ∼ x j }. Given
such triple training data (X ,O,S ), the relative attribute
method learns single linear transformation function W with
Eqn. (2) as prediction function,

W = relative_attribute(X , O, S ). (3)

This visual attribute prediction function W is a simple linear
function. Thus, the corresponding relative scores of training
data can be derived from simple linear projection of training
features,

R = W T X. (4)

Note, X is the features of training samples X .
Typically, this simple linear function cannot handle complex

non-linear data. For clarity, we present a toy sample of
learning relative prediction function on an “S-shape” manifold
as shown in Fig. 2. Ideally, the top left end of the “S-shape”
manifold should have the highest rank and the bottom right
end of the “S-shape” manifold should have the lowest rank.
As can be seen from Fig. 2(b): 1©, the ranking function learned
in the root node (see Fig. 2(a)) is actually the result of the
relative attribute method [1]. Unfortunately, this prediction
function gives an almost lowest relative ranking score to the
exemplified test sample indicated by the purple star, which is
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the learning procedure of relative tree (a) on an “S-shape” nonlinear manifold and its corresponding set of hierarchical ranking
functions (b). Circled numbers indicate the index of the training step. Nodes in green are non-leaf nodes while those in blue are leaf nodes. Local ranking
functions of all leaf nodes are aligned to a global piece-wise linear ranking function in order that unified relative scores can be obtained at different leaf
nodes. (better viewed in color)

however unacceptable (if not completely wrong). To address
this problem, our relative tree automatically learns finer and
finer local ranking functions according to the intrinsic structure
of the data manifold.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the relative tree method achieves
nonlinear ranking via a hierarchical tree structure. And the
learning process is presented in Fig. 2(b). Briefly speaking,
the linear splitting function W is iteratively learned via the
relative attribute method in each tree node and the training data
of each tree node is split to its child nodes according to the
relative scores R. As shown Fig. 2(b), the “S-shape” nonlinear
manifold is finally divided into 5 near-linear segments, each
of which is circled in a dotted ellipse. As a result, the purple
star can be ranked, i.e. test sample, more accurately.

For easy understanding, we summarize the construction
procedure of the relative tree with pseudo code in Algorithm 1.
It is worth pointing out that in this algorithm, we assume the
training data is organized in the type of ordered and similar
pairs. In some scenarios, rather than this kind of pairwise
constraints, the ordinal attribute label (e.g. the age) of each
single sample in the training set might be available. In this
case, O and S can be easily generated by exploiting the
ordinal labels, which implies Algorithm 1 can be applied
without difficulty.

Overall speaking, the algorithm is easy to follow
except two points needing further explanation: 1) how to
determine whether the current node is divisible or not
(Algorithm 1, Line 4); 2) how to find the optimal splitting
threshold (Algorithm 1, Line 10). We detail them in the
following.

1) Divisibility Determination: Clearly, the divisibility of a
node depends on the diversity of the training samples for the
node. According to the label type of the training samples,
we have two different strategies determining the divisibility.
The first one corresponds to the case that only pairwise
constraints (ordered and similar) are available in the training
set. Here, we simply exploit the number of ordered constraints

Algorithm 1 Tree Construction

|O| as the diversity measurement, and an empirical threshold
is used to make the division decision. The second strategy is
only applicable to the case that the ordinal attribute label of
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each sample is available. In this scenario, we make use of
the entropy of ordinal labels as the divisibility measurement.
Then, a threshold is empirically set to determine the division
of the node. Note, during the construction of relative tree,
we maintain a priori ty_queue according to the divisibility
and the priori ty_queue.top() operation would return the
most divisible node in the queue.

2) Splitting Objective: Once a node is determined as divis-
ible, we then need to split the triple training data of it
appropriately. To achieve this goal, we first apply the original
relative attribute method, i.e. Eqn. (2), to learn a linear ranking
function. Then, similar to previous discussions, we again
design different strategies for two distinct types of training
set, as described in the following.

In the case that the ordinal attribute labels are available
for each training sample, similar to [26], we look for the
optimal splitting threshold b based on maximal information
gain criterion:

max
b

�H (b) = H (Y ) − |X (L)|
|X | H (Y (L))

−|X (R)|
|X | H (Y (R)), (5)

where X /Y , X (L)/Y (L) and X (R)/Y (R) indicate the set of
samples/labels that are partitioned to the parent, the left child
and the right child nodes respectively. Function H (·) indicates
the Shannon entropy of the set and the operator | · | indicates
the size of the set.

As for the case that only relative pairwise constraints,
i.e. O and S , are available, we determine the optimal
splitting threshold b which separates the maximal number of
the ordered pair and maintains the maximal number of the
similar pair:

max
b

�I (b) = I (O,S ) − |X (L)|
|X | I (O(L),S (L))

−|X (R)|
|X | I (O(R),S (R)), (6)

where I (O,S ) = |O| − |S |. Although more complex and
accurate approximation of entropy H (·) may be obtained based
on O and S . In this paper, we simply use this heuristic
splitting objective given by Eqn. (6).

3) Complexity Analysis: Although the relative attribute
method needs to be learned in each tree node, the time
complexity of the proposed relative tree is acceptable. As men-
tioned in the last paragraph of Section II-A, the time com-
plexity of the relative attribute is O(N2). For the proposed
relative tree, if we get a complete binary tree, the complexity

of the relative tree is still
∑logN

2
i=0 2i O(( N

2i )
2) = O(N2). As will

be presented in the experiments, our method indeed tends to
choose balanced split, and the training time of relative tree is
approximately 3 or 4 times of relative attribute.

4) Discussion: As mentioned previously, our relative tree
method aims at nonlinear ranking. One may doubt why not
directly apply the kernel trick to Eqn. (2) for nonlinear
ranking. Indeed, kernel trick might be a possible way to
achieve nonlinearity. However, kernel trick has two drawbacks

in comparison with our solution. Firstly, each type of kernel
function actually implies some form of data distribution.
For example, RBF kernel assumes Gaussian distribution. The
data distribution however is hard to estimate. In contrast,
a set of tree structured projections learned in a data-driven
manner, as in our method, can automatically adapt to nonlinear
manifold structure without involving any hypothesis about
data distribution, as proven in [30]. Intuitively, the nonlinear
ranking is achieved by a manner of piecewise linear ranking
along the data manifold. Secondly, the scalability of kernel
method is relatively poor when facing a large number of
training samples, because all the training samples have to
be loaded to compute the kernel matrix in the testing stage.
On the contrary, the proposed relative tree has the same
asymptotic computational complexity as the linear relative
attribute method, as analyzed previously.

B. Tree Prediction

After introduce the construction process of relative tree,
in this subsection, we elaborate how to predict the ordinal
label of a test sample (see Fig. 2(a)), based on the constructed
relative tree. This problem is not trivial, since the output
of the leaf-node ranking function, as a local score rather
than expected global one, cannot be used directly. As before,
we again need to differentiate two kinds of training set,
i.e. ordinal labels are available or only relative pairwise
constraints are provided.

In the former case, as the ordinal attribute labels Y are
available for all training samples, the ordinal label of any test
sample can be set as the average of the labels of all the samples
belonging to the leaf node that the test sample falls into. This
is a normal method exploited in typical decision tree method.
Formally, if we suppose the test sample xt falls into the
j -th leaf node of the relative tree T after traversing, its ordinal
label yt can be estimated as follows:

yt = 1

|N j |
∑

k∈N j

yk, (7)

where N j indicates the index set of training samples that fall
into the j -th node, the |N j | is the number of training samples
in the j -th node, and yk is the ground truth ordinal label of
the k-th training sample.

Eqn.(5) makes use of all the training samples falling to
the leaf node, which is not necessarily good enough for the
test sample especially for a large leaf node. Therefore, in this
paper, we slightly modify the prediction method by averaging
only the labels of the training samples that are close to the test
sample in terms of the output score of the ranking function of
that leaf node. Formally, assuming that a test sample xt fall
into the j -th leaf node, we denote its relative scores as rt , and
the relative scores of the training samples belonging to N j as
rk, k ∈ N j . We predict the ordinal label of the test sample as
follows:

yt = 1

|� j t |
∑

k∈� j t

yk, (8)
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where � j t ⊆ N j contains the nearest neighbor training
samples of the test sample in terms of the ranking scores
generated by the ranking function of this leaf node.

As for the second case, i.e., only ordered or similar con-
straints are available, the technique for the first case will fail,
as no ordinal labels can be used to average. In this case, what
we have are only the relative scores R given by different leaf-
node ranking functions. The problem is the relative scores
R output by different leaf-node ranking functions are NOT
compatible, as they are learned to satisfy only constraints
ranked locally. In other words, these local ranking functions
are not globally aligned. To address this problem, we need to
align or normalize the outputs of these local ranking functions
to achieve globally compatible ranking. Formally, given a
arbitrary set R of relative scores, we need to map the values of
them to a target range [bin f , bsup]. For this purpose, we adopt
a simple yet effective linear mapping strategy,

r̂ = bin f + (
r − rin f

rsup − rin f
− bin f )/(bsup − bin f ). (9)

Note, r is the original value of the relative score and r̂ is
the corresponding mapped value in the target range. For the
stability consideration, the α and 1−α percentile of the relative
scores rin f and rsup of set R are mapped to the boundary
values of the target range, i.e. bin f and bsup,

rin f : |{rk|rk ∈ R, rk < rin f }| = α|R|, (10)

rsup : |{rk |rk ∈ R, rk < rsup}| = (1 − α)|R|. (11)

Note, we empirically set α as 5% in this work.
More specifically, given a relative tree, we first manually set

the global range of root node as [0, 1]. Then, for each non-root
node, a sub-range is automatically assigned according to the
range and splitting threshold of its parent node. We summarize
the procedure about how to globalize the relative scores of
non-root nodes in Algorithm 2.

With the score globally aligned, the proposed relative tree
can generate unified relative scores even with only pairwise
ordered and similar constraints, thus achieving adaptive piece-
wise linear ranking for nonlinear data.

IV. RELATIVE FOREST

Although the relative tree method achieves more accu-
rate ranking on nonlinear manifold compared to the relative
attribute method, it may suffer from over-fitting and is more
time-consuming. In this section, we propose the relative forest
method based on the relative tree to address these problems.

A. Randomized Learning

Similar to random forest, we also resort to randomization
to build multiple relative trees, which are then combined
together to achieve accuracy and efficiency. In the original
random forest algorithm [12], randomization is injected in two
ways: 1) bootstrap a subset of training data to grow a random
tree and 2) choose a subset of features to learn a splitting
function f . In the proposed relative forest, we also employ
the two randomization strategies.

Moreover, we further implement randomization on selecting
subset of pairwise constraints. Especially, in the case that the

Algorithm 2 Tree Globalization Without Ordinal Label

ordinal labels are given for all training samples, instead of
using all possible ordered pairwise constraints, we randomly
select a subset of constraints. Specifically, given N samples
with ordinal labels, we randomly select only 2N or 4N pair
constraints from all the possible O(N2) pairs, to train the node
splitting functions of relative trees with the relative attribute
method based on Eqn. (2). As the optimization of relative
attribute method is of O(Nd + C) complexity, where C is the
total number of relative constraints, this randomization directly
ensures the linear time complexity of optimizing the relative
attribute in each tree node. Empirically, 2N or 4N constraints
are also sufficient for training. Therefore, to balance speed
and accuracy, 2N or 4N constraints can be selected safely.
This property makes the relative attribute method especially
suitable for learning the splitting function in the randomized
relative tree.

B. Tree Ensemble

As the randomization diversifies the learned relative trees,
the ensemble of multiple randomized relative trees is expected
to significantly improve the ranking accuracy. As shown
in Fig. 3, given the relative scores of M relative trees,
the prediction of relative forest can be calculated as:

yt = 1

M

M∑

i=1

yti , (12)
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Fig. 3. Relative trees’ Ensemble. Due to randomized learning, different trees may learn different hierarchical ranking functions. We average the ranking
score of n random relative trees to produce final ranking results of relative forest.

where yti indicates the ranking score prediction results of the
i -th relative tree. Besides averaging tree predictions with the
same weight, i.e. 1

M in Eqn. (12), a more effective weighted
average of tree predictions can be conducted when the ordinal
label Y is available for training samples. The basic idea is
giving higher weights to more reliable tree predictions. As only
partial training samples are bootstrapped to train each relative
tree, the rest of the samples (so called out-of-bag samples)
can be used to evaluate the reliability of relative trees. Since
the predictions of relative tree are actually made in the leaf
node, the reliability of the predictions actually depend on the
leaf node’s “quality”. Suppose the j -th leaf node of the i -th
relative tree Ti is represented as Nij and the corresponding
index set of out-of-bag samples that fall in Nij is represented
as �i j . Then we formulate the reliability weight ωi j of the
leaf node Nij as:

ωi j = �k∈�i j P(yk |yk), (13)

where yk is the predicted ranking score of the k-th out-of-bag
sample, which receives the prediction at the leaf node Nij ,
and yk is the ground truth ordinal label of the k-th out-of-bag
sample. P(yk |yk) measures the “quality” of the prediction. For
example, in facial age estimation scenario, we assume the pre-
dicted relative scores are distributed as a Gaussian with respect
to the ground truth ordinal label yk , i.e. yk ∼ N (yk, σ

2).
In this paper, the variance of the Gaussian distribution σ is
empirically set as 5 for age estimation. Intuitively, if a large
number of out-of-bag samples receive accurate prediction in
a leaf node, this leaf node should be more reliable. Once the
weights of all leaf nodes are calculated, given a test sample xt ,
for the i -th relative tree Ti , suppose xt will fall in ( jt i)-th
leaf node Ni( jti ), then the weighted average of relative trees’
predictions can be formulate as:

yt = �M
i=1ωi( jti ) · yti

�M
i=1ωi( jti )

. (14)

TABLE I

ATTRIBUTE ASSIGNMENTS OF OSR AND PUBFIG DATABASE

where ωi( jti ) is the weight of the leaf node Ni( jti ), and
yti is the ranking score of test sample xt generated by the
i -th relative tree. Note yti is predicted by the ( jt i)-th leaf
node Ni( jti ) of relative tree Ti .

Note the only difference between Eqn. (12) and Eqn. (14)
is the combination weights. Hereafter, we term the pro-
posed method as simple or weighted relative forest if
Eqn. (12) or Eqn. (14) is used to integrate multiple trees’
predictions. As will be shown, weighted relative forest can
achieve better performance compared with simple relative
forest.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive evaluations on four
databases: 1) Outdoor Scene Recognition (OSR) database [13]
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TABLE II

EVALUATION ON OSR DATASET (%)

TABLE III

EVALUATION ON PUBFIG DATASET (%)

which contains 2, 688 images of 8 categories; 2) a subset
of Public Figure Face (PubFig) database [2], which con-
tains 800 images of 8 random identities (100 images each);
3) FGNET face aging database [14] which contains
1, 002 images of 82 individuals; and 4) WebFace database [16]
which contains 55, 930 face images.

In Section V-A, we first conduct evaluations on OSR and
PubFig databases. Then age estimation as a typical ordinal
attribute prediction problem is further evaluated on FGNET
and WebFace databases in Section V-B. After that, we compre-
hensively analyze the effects of key parameters of the relative
forest method in Section V-C. Finally, some preliminary results
are presented to provide some insight on how to cheaply
collect relative constraints for visual attribute prediction.

A. Evaluation on OSR and PubFig Database

For OSR and PubFig databases, we conduct experiments
with the same feature and train\test partitions used in [1]. The
attributes assignments used in [1] and this work are shown
in Table I, where the characters in the middle column of
the table denote different scenes (for OSR) or individuals
(for PubFig). We use the data provided by authors of [1],
i.e. 512-dimensional gist feature [13] for OSR and gist
plus 45-dimensional Lab color histogram feature for PubFig,
to conduct experiments. For each image pair (i, j) , if the
predicted relative scores yi and y j have the same order as the
ground-truth relative score, this pair is considered to be ranked
correctly. The overall prediction accuracy of all the ordered
image pairs in the test set (2, 448 images for OSR, 560 images
for PubFig) is shown in Table II (OSR) and Table III (PubFig).

Note, in the OSR and PubFig databases, the ground truth
ranking labels of the attributes “Natural” scene, “Smiling”
and “Chubby” face et al. are not available and also not
applicable. A trivial solution is assigning hard ranking levels
for each attribute according to the relative relationships. For
example, for the “Natural” attribute, the relative relationships
are T < I ∼ S < H < C ∼ O ∼ M ∼ F . We assign the
hard ranking labels of them as T = 1, I = 2, S = 2, H = 3,
C = 4, O = 4, M = 4, F = 4 to obtain corresponding
results of SVR [31], random forest [12] and iGBRT [17].
As shown, the proposed relative tree and relative forest meth-
ods not only outperforms simple baseline methods, namely
binary SVM, SVR, relative attribute and random forest, but
also achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art ran-
dom forest based ranking method [17] in almost all given
attribute prediction tasks. For random forest method [12]
and initialized Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (iGBRT)
method [17], we use the code provided by the author of [17]
to generate the results presented in Table II and III.

Using the relative scores generated by the attribute
prediction models as features, we also conduct recognition
experiments on OSR and PubFig databases with the nearest
neighbor classifier. The results are shown in Fig. 4. As shown,
the relative scores generated by the models with relative
modeling (i.e. Relative attribute, Relative tree and Relative
forest) are better for conducting recognition tasks compared
to the models trained without relative modeling (i.e. Binary
SVM, SVR, Random forest and iGBRT). Even though iGBRT
achieves promising results in the attribute prediction tasks,
its prediction scores are less effective for the recognition
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TABLE IV

AGE ESTIMATION ON FGNET FACE AGING DATABASE

TABLE V

AGE ESTIMATION ON WEBFACE DATABASE

Fig. 4. Rank 1 recognition results on OSR and PubFig databases with
attribute prediction scores.

task than the relative attribute method. This may indicate
that the hard assignment of ranking labels according to the
relative constraints can be systematically wrong and the real
margins between samples in different ordinal constraints are
different. Thus, relative modeling of visual attribute is more
effective. Overall, our method which uses the relative attribute
as splitting function, performs considerably better in both
attribute prediction tasks in TABLE II&III and subsequent
recognition tasks in Fig. 4.

B. Evaluation on FGNET and WebFace Database

To verify the effectiveness of the relative forest for visual
attribute prediction in scenario when ordinal labels are avail-
able, we conduct a facial age estimation experiments on
FGNET and WebFace databases. For the FGNET database,
we conduct leave-one-out experiments according to the eval-
uation protocol. Similar to [33], we first use OLPP [36] to
extract features from gray scale face images for obtaining the
results of the relative attribute, random forest, iGBRT and our
proposed relative tree and forest methods. The results of other
methods are directly cited from the corresponding papers. For
the WebFace database, the images are randomly split into
4 equally sized subsets to conduct 4-fold cross validation.
Similar to [16], we first extract HOG features from raw images
and then reduce the feature dimension to 200 with PCA. After
feature extraction, the relative forest is used to predict the
age. As mentioned in the last part of Section IV, for each
database, we report two results of relative forest with different
averaging strategies, i.e. the simple average Eqn. (12) and the

weighted average Eqn. (14). On FGNET database, the Mean
Absolute Error (abbr. MAE) results of our methods and the
state-of-the-art age estimation methods [18], [19], [32]–[34]
are shown in TABLE IV. With the similar features used
in [33], our method achieves the best MAE results on FGNET
database. On WebFace database ,shown in TABLE V, since the
training set is very large, we only use 32N random similar and
ordered constraints to train the relative attribute and relative
tree models. On the FGNET and WebFace database, all the
key parameters of relative forest method are set as default
values, which will be clarify in the next subsection, except
that only 2% samples are bootstrapped to train each random
relative tree and 100 random relative trees are assembled to
generate final results on the WebFace database. Note, with the
same features, our method also outperforms the random forest
method [12] and its state-of-the-art variant iGBRT [17], this
validates the advantage of relative modeling for visual attribute
prediction in scenario that the absolute ranking labels are
available. This may be because visual attributes usually have
“inhomogeneous” changes. Taking facial age as an example,
the face of a teenager may changes quickly while that of a
mid-aged adult may stays unchanged for years. As a result,
using relative modeling, which tends to preserve the original
structure of data manifold, is still beneficial even the absolute
age labels are available (see TABLE IV&V).

C. Empirical Study of the Key Parameters

In this section, we comprehensively study the key parame-
ters of the relative forest method. Since both relative attribute
and relative tree methods serve as important components
of relative forest method, for clarity, we discuss these key
parameters in three levels, i.e. relative attribute level, relative
tree level and relative forest level respectively.

1) Key Parameters in Relative Attribute: As the relative
attribute method serves as base ranking function of relative
forest, in this subsection, we first present the results to clarify
the effects of using random subset of ordered and similar
constraints for training relative attribute. As aforementioned,
exact optimization of the relative attribute algorithm with pri-
mal RankSVM method [23] yields an O(Nd +C) complexity.
In the worst case C = O(N2). As a result, exact optimization
of the relative attribute method is time-consuming even with
only thousands of training samples. Instead of tangling in how
to find a condensed representation of all the constraints, we try
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Fig. 5. Effect of the number of relative constraints randomly generated from a subset of N = 2200 samples from WebFace database. (a) How MAE changes
with more and more relative constraints; (b) How time cost increases with increasing number of relative constraints and (c) The relationship between MAE
and training time.

TABLE VI

EVALUATION ON SPLITTING OBJECTIVE AND PREDICTION STRATEGY OF RELATIVE TREE METHOD IN TWO DISTINCTIVE

SCENARIOS, i.e. ORDINAL LABELS ARE GIVEN AND ONLY RELATIVE PAIRWISE CONSTRAINTS ARE AVAILABLE

Fig. 6. Comparison between relative tree and relative forest methods. (a) Evaluation of relative forest with growing number of trees; (b) Evaluation of relative
forest with different bootstrap ratio for training each tree; (c) Evaluation of relative forest with different dimension of selected features that are used to train
splitting function at each tree node.

to use only an O(N) sized subset of constraints to train the
relative attribute for relative forest.

In practice, we find the above strategy usually ensures
acceptable performance of the learned ranking function and
significantly reduces the training time. As shown in Fig. 5,
we present age estimation results on a subset of WebFace
database. More specifically, only N = 2200 samples are ran-
domly selected for evaluation, which allows us to completely
examine whether the error would asymptotically go down for
a sufficiently large number of used constraints. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), such asymptotical effects is observed in our
evaluation. However, the accuracy improves extremely slow
when more than 16N ordered and similar constraints are used.
In the meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the consumed time
increases linearly according to the constraint number. We also
directly present the trade-off between the training time and
achieved MAE in Fig. 5(c).

2) Key Parameters in Relative Tree: As illustrated in
Section III, the proposed relative tree method aims at attribute
prediction with either ordinal labels or relative pairs. In this
subsection, we conduct experiments on OSR database to see
whether ordinal labels are more informative than relative
pairwise constraints for searching optimal splitting thresh-
old (Eqn. (5) with ordinal labels or Eqn. (6) with relative
pairs) and normalizing ranking score (Eqn. (8) with ordinal
labels or Eqn. (9) with relative pairs). More specifically,
we evaluate four different kinds of configurations for relative
tree method. As shown in Table VI, consist of relative trees
with different configurations, all variants of the relative forest
methods achieve acceptable performance on OSR database.
While ordinal labels provide more information for robust rank-
ing score normalization compared to relative pairs, the relative
pair based splitting rule Eqn. (6) seems to be better than
information gain based splitting rule Eqn. (5).
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Fig. 7. Evaluation on the different effects of similar and ordered constraints for training relative attribute. (a) Evaluation on different similar constraint ratio
with different number of total constraint; (b) Evaluation on mining similar constraints from video context.

3) Key Parameters in Relative Forest: For relative forest,
we analyze the effects of three key parameters, which are:
1) the number of randomized relative trees in the relative
forest (see Fig. 6(a)); 2) the ratio of samples bootstrapped
from the whole training set for constructing single relative tree
(see Fig. 6(b)) and 3) the ratio of selected feature dimensions
for training the relative attribute in each node splitting step
(see Fig. 6(c)). Note that the default values of parameters,
namely tree number, ratio of bootstrap samples and ratio of
selected feature dimensions are 20, 40% and 30% respectively.
When analyzing one parameter, we fix the other two. For
each setting, we repeat the relative forest method 10 times
and present the average results.

The evaluation is conducted on the FGNET dataset. Images
of the first person in this database (15 images) are treated
as the test set, and images of all other persons (987 images)
are used for training. MAE is used to evaluate the estimation
accuracy. Note, in this section, only simple relative forest
is used for comparison. Since the effects of constraint level
randomization is already examined, in the experiments of this
section, we empirically set the number of selected constraints
as 2N .

As shown in Fig. 6(a), when the size of the forest grows
larger than 5, the relative forest method performs consistently
better than the relative tree method. As shown in Fig. 6(b),
when more than 20% samples are bootstrapped to train a
single tree, the relative forest can successfully capture the
intrinsic structure of the data manifold and achieve better
ranking results. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 6(c), even when
only 4% feature dimensions (8/200) are selected to train the
splitting function, the relative forest can perform better than
the relative tree. If too many samples are bootstrapped or too
many features are selected, MAE increases slightly. In extreme
situations, if all parameters are set as the maximal value,
the performance of the relative forest method will degrade
to that of the relative tree method since all the trees will be
exactly the same and an ensemble will not bring any perfor-
mance gain. For clarity, in TABLE VII, we present the training
time we used to obtain the results in TABLE II, III, IV and V.
On the OSR and PubFig databases, due to the lack of
training samples, only approximately 240 are used to train
each attribute, we bootstrap 95% training samples for training

TABLE VII

TRAINING TIME COMPARISONS (S). THE TRAINING TIME OF RELATIVE

ATTRIBUTE, RELATIVE TREE AND RELATIVE FOREST METHODS FOR

OBTAINING RESULTS IN TABLE II, III, IV AND V ARE PRESENTED

each randomized relative tree. On the WebFace database,
32N random subset of ordered and similar constraints are used
for training relative attribute and relative tree method. If all
constraints are used, the training would be N/64 ≈ 650 times
longer. As aforementioned, The relative forest method only
bootstrap 2% samples to train each random relative tree and
assembles 100 random relative trees to obtain the results on
the WebFace database. Except for the parameters mentioned
above, all other parameters are set as default values, namely
random selected relative constraints number, tree number,
ratio of bootstrapped samples and ratio of selected feature
dimensions are set as 2N, 20, 40% and 30% respectively.

D. Relative Attribute Benefits From Video Context

Since pairwise relative constraints are difficult to label,
one of the remaining problems of our method is how to
collect enough relative constraints to reliably train the relative
attribute model as base ranking function. This problem is
already alleviated by the fact that only O(N) constraints
may already be enough to train a relative attribute. However,
to further address this problem, more insight into the ordinal
attribute prediction is indispensable. Take age estimation as
an example, which kind of constraints (similar or ordered) is
more crucial for accurate prediction? To study this problem,
we fix the total number of randomly selected constraints and
change the ratio of similar constraints. The experiments are
conducted on FGNET database. For each setting, the exper-
iments are repeated 1000 times and mean MAE with corre-
sponding standard deviation is shown in Fig. 7(a). As shown,
if only a small number of constraints are available, more
ordered constraints are essential. However, if there are enough
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ordered constraints, an additional large number of similar
constraints may help further improve ranking accuracy.

Since similar constraints are more important when there
are enough ordered constraints, inspired by [20], we propose
to cheaply collect a large number of similar constraints from
video context. Intuitively, all faces in a tracking sequence of
the same video should have similar age prediction results.
Using the same video sequences introduced in [20], we find
that for age estimation, if the number of ordered labels is
big enough (fixed as 6, 400 in this test), similar constraints
collected from video context indeed help improve ranking
accuracy of the relative attribute. As shown in Fig. 7(b),
with the increasing number of the added similar constraints,
the MAE steadily decreases. Note that the MAE results of
Fig. 7(b) are higher than those of Fig. 7(a), because automatic
face alignment is used to extract features and OMRON face
detector [37] is utilized in this experiments.

VI. CONCLUSION

The human-namable visual attributes bear intuitive appeal in
strengthening various vision tasks, which makes the accurate
estimation of them especially important. Aiming at accurate
and efficient prediction of the visual attributes, we first pro-
pose the relative tree method to cope with more complex
nonlinear data, and then propose the relative forest method
to further boost the performance and reduce the training time.
Modeling the visual attributes as relative properties rather than
binary or multi-class properties, our proposed relative forest
method not only has a wider application range, i.e. applicable
when only pairwise constraints are available, but also achieves
higher accuracy in almost all the attribute prediction tasks
and the subsequent recognition tasks. The possibility of using
video context to cheaply collect a large number of relative
constraints for training the relative attribute is also explored.
In future, training the relative forest with auxiliary video con-
text data shall be further studied for accurate visual attribute
predictions.
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